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Abstract. In order to deal with applications with different quality of
service requirements, service differentiation has to be implemented, espe-
cially in case of congestion. Different scheduling policies can be applied
at a queue, such as strict priorities, generalized processor sharing, or
discriminatory processor sharing. While prices optimizing the network
revenue have been determined in the first two above cases, and the op-
timal revenue compared, nothing had been done yet on discriminatory
processor sharing (DPS). Though, at the session level, processor sharing
is known to properly model TCP flows behavior. DPS then models mul-
tiple TCP flows at a router providing differentiated services. We study
here what pricing induces on a DPS router when two types of application
compete for service, what is the resulting equilibrium, and explain how
optimal prices can be found.

Keywords: Economics, Queueing theory.

1 Introduction

Telecommunication networks such as the Internet are facing congestion due to
increasing demand in terms of number of subscribers as well as in terms of
more and more demanding applications. For this reason, quality of service (QoS)
requirements may not be satisfied by the current best-effort service. To cope with
this problem, architectures have been designed based on the idea of treating
flows differently. IntServ [1] architecture applies resource reservation but is not
scalable. DiffServ architecture [2] has then been designed to tackle this scalability
problem. It consists in defining different classes of service (by marking packets
with a DiffServ codepoint (DSCP)) and applying a given scheduling policy for
serving the packets of the different classes at routers (according to the DSCP).

Surprisingly, no pricing procedure has been associated to the defined archi-
tectures, at least in the process of their design. However, considering free services
or flat-rate pricing, selfish users would send all their packets to the class provid-
ing the ”best” quality of service, so that congestion would persist. Pricing for
network usage and/or congestion has recently received a lot of attention (see [3]
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and the references therein), but some of those works are not devoted to multi-
class pricing like, among the most noteworthy schemes, auctions for bandwidth
(see for instance [4]), or charging for elastic traffic based on transfer rate [5, 6]. In
the context of multi-class pricing, excepted pricing for guaranteed services [7],
most papers deal with pricing for strict priority [8, 9] due to its applicability.
Nevertheless, priority queueing is not the only scheduling policy likely to be im-
plemented in DiffServ architecture, and the good choice for a provider may be
related to the financial benefits that it provides.

Based on this idea, we have compared in a previous paper [10] the respective
impact of generalized processor sharing (GPS) and priority queueing (PQ) on
the provider’s revenue, when the QoS parameter studied is the delay. The model
was taken from [9] where priority queueing was considered. Since no closed-form
expression is available for the delay at a GPS queue [11], an approximation by
separate queues has been used, for which the delay is known. This approximation
is valid in the context of congested queues, which is actually the situation where
service differentiation is relevant. We have especially proved that, at least for the
studied class of utility functions and when modelling the router by an M/M/1
queue, PQ is the policy that always yields the highest revenue, and should then
be preferred.

We wish to study in the present paper the impact of another scheduling policy,
namely discriminatory processor sharing (DPS), on users’ behavior and on the
provider’s revenue. DPS provides a more flexible way of giving priority than
the PQ discipline. It has been introduced by Kleinrock [12] for a single server.
It consists in serving classes in proportions controlled by weights, while packets
within a given class are served according to a standard processor sharing strategy
(which constitutes the main difference with respect to GPS, where packets within
a class are served according to a FIFO scheme) [13]. A theoretical charm of DPS
is that, unlike GPS, a closed-form solution of steady-state delay exists [14]. DPS
has been justified in practice, at the flow level, as a fluid approximation of
some weighted round-robin scheme [15]. It has also been shown in [16, 17] that
a queue with DPS discipline is well adapted, as an approximation, to the way
TCP connections can share bandwidth. It uses the fact that, at the session level,
TCP can be analyzed using a PS approach [18]. We thus use DPS at the flow
level here in order to fit the TCP modelling.

The contribution of the paper is as follows. We consider two types of appli-
cations applying for service at two classes of service. In our analysis, we focus
on dedicated classes, that is the case where a given application is directed to a
given class of service. We consider that the two types of application both use
TCP traffic, so that a DPS queue can be used to approach the system behavior.
The modelling of TCP constitutes one of the main enhancements with respect
to [9, 10]. We are going to investigate the impact of DPS on the pricing model.
Since, with respect to PQ and the approximation of GPS, delay over classes are
mutually dependent, a deeper analysis of the model at the infinitesimal level is
required. We show that, for fixed prices, there always exists a unique equilib-
rium for the average number of sessions of each type competing for service. This
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equilibrium is then a so-called Nash equilibrium often used in micro-economics
studies [3], where no user/application class has any incentive to unilaterally de-
viate from its current policy. We show that, depending on the price values, we
may have undesirable situations with only one class of traffic asking for service; a
necessary and sufficient condition for avoiding that is provided. We then describe
how optimal prices can be found and illustrate that PQ is (still) the border case
maximizing the provider’s revenue among all discriminatory processor sharing
parameter choices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
model, mainly taken from [9], and adapt it to TCP with DPS scheduling policy.
Section 3 then discusses in details the equilibrium that can obtained depending
on the prices selection. Section 4 discusses how optimal prices can be found and
Section 5 illustrates numerically the previous results. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and gives some perspectives of research.

2 Model

Our general model closely follows [9]. We assume that service is differenti-
ated by two classes of traffic. We also assume that there are two types of
users/applications, delay-tolerant users that we will abusively (but for sake of
simplicity) call data users, and delay-sensitive users, that we will call voice-users.
We keep the notations voice and data to be consistent with [9, 10], but, especially
as we consider TCP traffic, voice can/should be replaced by any application with
low delay preferences. In this paper, we will force data users to one class and
voice users to the other class. This is called the case of dedicated classes in [9].
The case of open classes where the users of each application can choose between
classes is left for future work.

We consider a system with infinite population of potential customers applying
for service as soon as the cost of sending packets is less than the benefits that they
get from it. The benefits of sending packets are expressed by utility functions,
ud(·) for data and uv(·) for voice, which depend on the mean delay in each class
respectively denoted by IEDd and IEDv. We consider the utility as a function
of the average delay rather than the average utility of instantaneous delay since
average delay seems to us the measure of interest, especially when dealing with
data for instance (even for voice, average delay seems more relevant provided that
an upper-threshold is not reached). Like in [9, 10], we consider utility functions
ud(y) = y−αd and uv(y) = y−αv with 0 < αd < αv, so that voice users value low
delay more than data users, but conversely value high delay less. This choice of
utility function is somewhat arbitrary, but is based on the idea that utility curves
do intersect [9]: low delay is more valuable to voice than data, and conversely
large delay is more valuable to data. Note also that this form of utility function
can be related to the Cobb-Douglas function widely used in micro-economic
analysis [19].

Let pd and pv be the per-packet price for access at respectively data and voice
classes. The residual utility of a data user (resp. voice user) is given by
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ud(IEDd) − pd (resp. uv(IEDv) − pv). (1)

Sessions open as Poisson arrival processes. Let Nd and Nv be the mean number
of data and voice users sending packets in steady-state. Let also λd and λv be
the average size of data and voice flows (drawn independently between flows).
In [9, 10], Nd and Nv were the fixed numbers of sources while λd and λv were
the rates at which packets were sent. The model is then here slightly different
in order to fit the usual assumptions for modelling TCP traffic [16, 17, 18] by
using processor sharing. Even if using λ for the average size is unusual, we keep
the notation here to be consistent with the notations in [9, 10]. As we consider
Poisson flow arrivals, the number of flows in progress behaves like the number of
customers in an M/M/1 processor sharing queue [12]. Moreover, as we assume
two different class of traffic, the model behaves like an M/M/1 discriminatory
processor sharing queue. Let µ be the service rate of the server/router.

We consider a discriminatory processor sharing (DPS) scheduling policy for
differentiating services. DPS basically works as follows. There exists a nonnega-
tive parameter γ representing relative priority of data customers and 1 − γ for
voice customers. Still, when packets of one class are not present in the queue,
the server is fully allocated to the other class, but flows within a class are served
according to a processor sharing (PS) scheme. A closed-form formula for the
average delays in such M/M/1 queues are given in [20–page 86] by

IEDv =

(
1 + λdNd(2γ−1)

µ−(1−γ)λvNv−γλdNd

)
µ − λvNv − λdNd

and IEDd =

(
1 − λvNv(2γ−1)

µ−(1−γ)λvNv−γλdNd

)
µ − λvNv − λdNd

. (2)

Remark that PQ (but with PS discipline within a class) is a special case of DPS,
since γ = 0 gives strict priority to voice users, leading to expression of delay:

IEDv =
1

µ − λvNv
and IEDd =

µ

(µ − λvNv)(µ − λvNv − λdNd)
,

while γ = 1 would give strict priority to data (note that the mean delay is the
same for M/M/1/FIFO and M/M/1/PS queues).

3 Equilibrium Analysis

Whereas determining the (mean) number of users of each type in equilibrium is
quite easy for PQ and an approximation of GPS where the queues are logically
separated, the analysis is much more intricate for DPS due to the influence of
the number of users of one type on the delay of the other type of users, and vice
versa.

The steady-state average numbers of sessions of each type has to ensure that
mean residual utilities (1), are positive or null, otherwise the number of sessions
naturally decreases. Following the same line, this average number increases until
the residual utility approaches 0. It means that each type of application naturally
adapts its steady-state number of sources in the sense the maximum (mean)
number of sources of a given type cannot make negative its residual utility. We
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hence have a game between the different types of applications, for the maximum
mean number of sessions, potentially leading to a Nash equilibrium. Let us now
investigate the existence and uniqueness of this equilibrium.

Let

Ud(Nd, Nv) = ud(IEDd) − pd and Uv(Nd, Nv) = uv(IEDv) − pv

be the mean residual utilities, where we emphasize the role of the number of
connections of each type. We obtain that Nv and Nd must verify

– If Nd, Nv > 0, then Ud(Nd, Nv) = Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0,
– If Nd > 0, Nv = 0, then Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0, Uv(Nd, Nv) ≤ 0,
– If Nd = 0, Nv > 0, then Ud(Nd, Nv) ≤ 0, Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0.

The last two relations mean that the type of application such that N = 0
has no incentive to open sessions since its mean residual utility is negative.

Figure 1 illustrates these equations, where the maximum number of cus-
tomers of each type in the network is necessarily on the ”minimum” of curves
Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 and Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0. Indeed, the mean number of sources of
each type increases, decreasing then the utilities, until a residual utility reaches
zero. Figure 1 depicts the three situations that will be used later on: either the
curves cross each other in the domain {(Nd, Nv) : Nd, Nv ≥ 0}, or one curve is
always under the other in this domain.

0 0 0 NvNvNv

NdNdNd

Uv = 0Uv = 0

Uv = 0
Ud = 0

Ud = 0

Ud = 0

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Curves for the (maximum) number of customers of each type, and the asso-
ciated Nash equilibrium. The three possible cases are displayed. The resulting Nash
equilibrium is displayed by the thick point

Lemma 1. Due to the form of utility functions, the curves Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 and
Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0 either are one above the other or cross each other only once on
Nd, Nv ≥ 0.

This lemma is proved in Appendix 1.
Wherever this (minimal) curve such that one type of application has reached

his null (residual) utility, the system may continue to evolve since if the utility
of the other class is positive, it will continue to increase its number of source,
increasing then the delay of the first class (see Equations (2)), so that its util-
ity will become negative, meaning that the number of sources will have to be
reduced.

To simplify the notations, let qd = (pd)1/αd and qv = (pv)1/αv . The following
proposition establishes the existence of a unique Nash equilibrium, and gives an
explicit solution in terms of qd and qv.
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Proposition 1. Consider fixed prices pd and pv. There exists a unique (Nash)
equilibrium (N∗

d , N∗
v ) that stabilizes the mean number of emitting sources.

– If the curve Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 is always under Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0 on Nv, Nd ≥ 0
(case (a) of Figure 1), the Nash equilibrium is given by

(N∗
d , N∗

v ) =
(

0,
µ − qv

λv

)
. (3)

– If the curve Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0 is always under Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 on Nv, Nd ≥ 0
(case (b) of Figure 1), the Nash equilibrium is given by

(N∗
d , N∗

v ) =
(

µ − qd

λd
, 0

)
. (4)

– If the curves have a crossing point (case (c) of Figure 1), it is unique, and
its value is a Nash equilibrium (N∗

d , N∗
v ) > 0, with

λdN
∗
d =

µqd

γqd − (1 − γ)qv
− qvqd

γqv − (1 − γ)qd

λvN∗
v = − µqv

γqd − (1 − γ)qv
+

qvqd

γqv − (1 − γ)qd
.

We will call this last case the non-trivial equilibrium.

The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix 2.
An important remark is that the two border equilibriums (3) and (4) cor-

respond to the cases where only one class of traffic eventually requests service.
It then means that the model is a queue with one class of service, and no real
service differentiation is applied (except that the other class is rejected). As a
consequence, in order to obtain a gain by differentiating service among users,
we have to look at prices under which the above border equilibriums are not
reached.

The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition over
prices for being in a non-trivial equilibrium.

Proposition 2. The Nash equilibrium is non-trivial if and only if qv and qd

satisfy

0 < qv < µ, (5)√
µqv + (

µ − qv

2

1 − γ

γ
)2 − µ − qv

2

1 − γ

γ
< qd, (6)

µγqv + (1 − γ)q2
v

γqv + µ(1 − γ)
> qd. (7)

The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix 3.
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Remark: It can be verified with straightforward calculus that the traffic load ρ
is less than one (which is the stability condition for the queue).

4 On Optimal Prices and Revenues

The idea, from a network provider’s perspective, is to find the p∗d, p∗v and γ∗

giving the maximum network revenue

R∗ = max
pd,pv,γ

λdN
∗
d (pd, pv, γ)pd + λvN

∗
v (pd, pv, γ)pv

subject to pv, pd ≥ 0 and γ ∈ [0, 1].
It is possible to analytically determine the optimal γ for fixed values of pd

and pv, but optimizing then in terms of pd and pv looks analytically intractable,
so that the determination of γ is not helpful (particularly since it requires a
decomposition in several cases).

In the next section we present numerical results illustrating the domains for
border or non-trivial equilibrium, as well as the impact of prices and bandwidth
partition on the network provider’s revenue. The prices optimizing the revenue
are also numerically determined.

5 Numerical Illustrations

In this section we will present some numerical results obtained with the above
model1. Unless stated otherwise, the following parameters will be used through-
out this section: µ = 1, αv = 1.8 and αd = 1.5, λv = 0.1 and λd = 0.3.

5.1 Price Domains and Associated Equilibrium

Figure 2 illustrates the equilibrium domains in terms of prices for two values of γ,
say γ = 0.9 and γ = 0.2. We have the three possible areas: VOICE corresponding
to the (border) equilibrium where there is only voice traffic, DATA corresponding
to the case where there is only data traffic, and the hatched area corresponding
to a non-trivial equilibrium. Note that when γ is less than 0.5, the zone for non-
trivial equilibrium is such that p

1/αv
v > p

1/αd

d , and that the converse is also true.

5.2 Optimal γ for Fixed Prices

For given prices pv and pd, it might be interesting to look at the bandwidth-
sharing parameter γ optimizing the revenue. This value is shown on Figure 3(a).
It can be observed that when pv is large and pd is small, the optimal revenue
is obtained when γ∗ = 0, i.e. a strict priority is assigned to voice traffic, and
conversely when pv is low and pd is large, γ∗ = 1, meaning that a strict priority
should be applied to data traffic.

1 The standard numerical and optimization packages of any mathematical software
can be used to solve this problem.
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Fig. 2. Equilibrium domains with different values of parameter γ and varying prices
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Fig. 3. Optimal bandwidth-sharing and provider’s revenue in terms of prices

5.3 Revenue

Figure 3(b) shows the revenue in terms of prices, using the optimal value of γ
used for each couple (pd, pv). Since the curve of revenue is smooth, obtaining the
optimal prices is numerically easy. For this example, we obtain the optimal prices
p∗d = 0.24 and p∗v = 0.68, giving an optimal revenue R∗ = R(p∗d, p

∗
v, 0) = 0.21.

It is important to note that, at optimal prices, the optimal γ is then 0, giving
then strict priority to voice traffic. Actually, whatever the choices of parameters
we have, this result has been verified by extensive simulations that cannot be
reported here for lack of room. This is somehow in accordance with [10] where
we have shown for a simple M/M/1 queue that PQ has to be preferred to GPS
to optimize the revenue. In the present case, a formal proof of this conjecture
has still to be found.

6 Conclusions and Perspectives

We have studied in this paper the impact of pricing on a multi-class queue with
DPS scheduling policy (known to properly model service differentiation between
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TCP flows). We have shown, in the case of two types of applications and of ded-
icated classes that the game between both types of traffic for setting their mean
number of emitting sources always results in a unique Nash equilibrium. The lo-
cation of this equilibrium depends on prices. We have determined three domains
of prices for which either only voice requests service, either only data requests
service or for which traffic is mixed (the so-called non-trivial equilibrium). We
have numerically investigated the price selection in order to optimize the net-
work revenue and illustrated that PQ does actually seem to always provide a
higher revenue.

As directions for future work, we wish to prove theoretically that PQ is the
limit case of DPS always providing the highest revenue, and should then be
preferred, as done in [10] for GPS. Studying the behavior of other scheduling
policies is also a topic of interest, in order to define the best strategy for opti-
mizing the network’s revenue. We also wish to compare/verify our results with
ns-2 simulations.
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Appendix

1 Proof of Lemma 1

Look at the non-linear system defined by Uv(x, y) = Ud(x, y) = 0 and solve it
over IR2. It can be rewritten as{

µ−xλv−yλd

qv
= 1 + yλd(2γ−1)

µ−(1−γ)xλv−yγλd

µ−xλv−yλd

qd
= 1 − xλv(2γ−1)

µ−(1−γ)xλv−yγλd

The unique solution (x∗, y∗) is:

x∗ =
(

µqd

γqd − (1 − γ)qv
− qvqd

γqv − (1 − γ)qd

)
1
λd

,

y∗ =
(
− µqv

γqd − (1 − γ)qv
+

qvqd

γqv − (1 − γ)qd

)
1
λv

.

Equations Ud(x, y) = 0 and Uv(x, y) = 0 both actually give y as a function of
x since to each x corresponds only one y. These functions are continuous so that
either one curve is always above the other on the possible domain of (Nd, Nv),
either the curves cross each other only once from the unique solution of the
system. ��

2 Proof of Proposition 1

Consider the dynamics of the queue for the three possible curves configurations.

– If the curve Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 is always under Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0 on Nv, Nd ≥ 0
(with the condition that the queue is ergodic), (case (a) of Figure 1), the
application types will increase their mean number of emitting sessions until
a residual utility function approaches 0, that is Ud in the present case. The
system continues then to evolve and only voice traffic increases its number of
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sources because its utility function is still strictly positive. This implies that
the number of data sessions will naturally decrease as its utility becomes
negative. The system evolves like that until Uv(Nd, Nv) also reaches 0 or
Nd = 0. Since we have assumed that the curves do not cross, Nd = 0 first.
Then Nv increases until we reach the equilibrium (N∗

d , N∗
v ) = (0, µ−qv

λv
) such

that Ud < 0 and Uv = 0 so that no type of application has an incentive to
unilaterally change its mean number of emitting sources.

– If the curve Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 is always above Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0 (case (b) of
Figure 1), we obtain the symmetric case of the previous one, leading to the
equilibrium (N∗

d , N∗
v ) = (µ−qd

λd
, 0).

– If there is a crossing point (N∗
d , N∗

v ) for the curves (case (c) of Figure 1),
this crossing point is unique from Lemma 1. Note that Uv(0, Nv) = 0 for
Nv = µ−qv

λv
, Ud(Nd, 0) = 0 for Nd = µ−qd

λd
and that Ud(0, µ−qv

λv
) > 0 and

Uv(µ−qd

λd
, 0) > 0.

Again, the mean number of emitting sessions will (continuously) increase
until one curve Ud = 0 or Uv = 0 is reached. Denote by (Ñd, Ñv) the mean
numbers of sources when such a point is reached. We can have two different
cases:
• If the first utility function to become null is Ud, then we have Ud(Ñd, Ñv)

= 0 and Uv(Ñd, Ñv) > 0 so that Nv will increase, implying that Nd

will decrease. Since Ñd > N∗
d and Ñv < N∗

v , it will evolve this way
until we eventually reach the point (N∗

d , N∗
v ) where Ud(N∗

d , N∗
v ) = 0 and

Uv(N∗
d , N∗

v ) = 0.
• If the first utility function to become null is Uv, we can exchange the

roles of data and voice, and we arrive to the same conclusion. ��

3 Proof of Proposition 2

In order to prove this proposition, we first prove that the condition is sufficient
and then that it is necessary.

– To prove that the condition expressed by (5), (6) and (7) is sufficient, assume
that qd and qv satisfy those relations.
After some calculations, (6) can be rewritten as

µγ
qv

qd
− (1 − γ)µ < γqd − (1 − γ)qv, (8)

and (7) can be rewritten as

µγ − µ(1 − γ)
qd

qv
> γqd − (1 − γ)qv. (9)

Indeed, from inequality (7),

qd <
µγqv + (1 − γ)q2

v

γqv + µ(1 − γ)
,

qd

qv
<

µγ + (1 − γ)qv

γqv + µ(1 − γ)
, (10)

γqd − (1 − γ)qv < µγ − µ(1 − γ)
qd

qv
.
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Also, from inequality (6),

√
µqv + (

µ − qv

2

1 − γ

γ
)2 − µ − qv

2

1 − γ

γ
< qd,

γq2
d − qdqv(1 − γ) > γµqv − qdµ(1 − γ), (11)

γqd − qv(1 − γ) > γµ
qv

qd
− µ(1 − γ).

From (9), we obtain qv(γqd − (1 − γ)qv) < µγqv − (1 − γ)µqd, and from (8)
µγqv − (1 − γ)µqd < qd(γqd − (1 − γ)qv).

Our goal is to show that we are in a non-trivial equilibrium, meaning that
the (unique) solution of the system Ud(Nd, Nv) = 0 and Uv(Nd, Nv) = 0 is
such that Nd > 0 and Nv > 0. ¿From the proof of Lemma 1, the solu-
tion of the system verifies λdNd = µqd

γqd−(1−γ)qv
− qvqd

γqv−(1−γ)qd
, and λvNv =

− µqv

γqd−(1−γ)qv
+ qvqd

γqv−(1−γ)qd
. To prove that those values are strictly positive,

consider the two complementary cases.

• If γqd − (1 − γ)qv > 0, then we have γqv − (1 − γ)qd > 0 by a simple
manipulation. We deduce from Equation (9) that µ > qv

γqd−(1−γ)qv

γqv−(1−γ)qd
,

which gives that λdNd > 0. Moreover, we have from Equation (8) that
µ < qd

γqd−(1−γ)qv

γqv−(1−γ)qd
, which gives that λvNv > 0.

• Similarly, assume γqd−(1−γ)qv < 0. We obtain that γqv−(1−γ)qd < 0
by a simple manipulation. Then µ > qv

γqd−(1−γ)qv

γqv−(1−γ)qd
, from (9), which gives

that λdNd > 0. Moreover, (8) also gives µ < qd
γqd−(1−γ)qv

γqv−(1−γ)qd
, from which

λvNv > 0.

The sufficient condition is then proved.

– Second, we prove that the condition is necessary, i.e. that assuming the
Nash equilibrium non-trivial, Relations (5), (6) and (7) are verified. N∗

d and
N∗

v satisfy λdN
∗
d = µqd

γqd−(1−γ)qv
− qvqd

γqv−(1−γ)qd
, and λvN∗

v = − µqv

γqd−(1−γ)qv
+

qvqd

γqv−(1−γ)qd
. As both are non-negative, we obtain: qv

γqv−(1−γ)qd
< µ

γqv−(1−γ)qd
,

and µ
γqv−(1−γ)qd

< qd

γqv−(1−γ)qd
, which is equivalent to: µγ qv

qd
− (1 − γ)µ <

γqd − (1 − γ)qv, and < µγ − µ(1 − γ) qd

qv
. From (10), condition (7) can

be rewritten as: µγ+(1−γ)qd

γqd+µ(1−γ) < qd

qv
, and from (11), condition (6) becomes

qd

qv
< µγ+(1−γ)qv

γqv+µ(1−γ) . These inequalities give the two relations between qd and

qv: qd <
µγqv+(1−γ)q2

v

γqv+µ(1−γ) , and qd >
√

µqv + (µ−qv

2
1−γ

γ )2 − µ−qv

2
1−γ

γ by solving
the second order polynomial.

Moreover, qv > µ is not possible since N∗
v < µ−qv

λv
< 0. ��


